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This paper studies personal banking business of  FBA bank，a branch of one 
state-owned commercial bank in Zhangzhou, Fujian province．On a basis of 
researching and understanding the strategic of differentiation business strategy which 
designed by its head office ,and the current strategic trait of FBA bank．it analyzes 
external strategic environment as well internal resources and capabilities of the bank 
in personal banking business，tries to redesigns a best new strategic thought for the 
banks like FBA ．                  
In chapter 1，the reason of writing and article structure is described．As a 
financial enterprise, its managers must study in its personal banking business and 
make a right strategy .It is the key to ensure the bank run smoothly and earn profits. 
In chapter 2，external environment of FBA bank is analyzed. PEST model is 
applied to research macro-environment. The personal banking business and its change 
is studied. Moreover, micro-environment is studied to find the chance for the bank． 
In chapter3, internal environment is studied ． It studies the bank’s 
competitiveness based on internal resources, which include financial, marketing and 
human resource’s capability. SWOT model is hired to find out it’s core competence. 
In chapter 4,the bank strategy is researched. It induces the development strategy 
and basic strategy after analyzing selectable strategy，Also indicates the problems it 
would meet in the strategy execution．The main problems are in finance, market 
management, human resource, and operations management. 
In chapter 5, the solution of obstacles is studied, such as channel management, 
market management, and human resource management. 
In chapter 6 ， the summary of the article is stated. It concludes the external 
environment, internal environment, its advantage and weakness, and the solutions of 
the problems for the strategy. 
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